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Overview of today’s session



Intro to the  

Humanitarian MEAL Working Group



Humanitarian MEAL Working Group

Objectives:

1. Identify, prioritise and 

address areas of weakness 

in MEAL in CARE’s 

humanitarian 

programmes/responses.

2. Produce/adapt standard 

MEAL guidelines, templates 

and tools for humanitarian 

programmes/responses.

3. Disseminate and roll-out 

resources developed, 

including capacity building.
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We are looking for contributors!

Group Purpose Expectations for Members

Humanitarian 

MEAL 

Reference

Group

• Provide input on 

priorities, lessons 

learned, good 

practice and 

existing resources 

to guide the work of 

the WG

 You work in an role which implements 

MEAL in a CO or a project / program.

 You have field experience and can share 

lessons learned, good practice, practical 

ideas and examples of forms, templates, 

tools etc.

 You have time available to join 

discussions, share your ideas and 

resources and review materials.

Humanitarian 

MEAL Working 

Group

• Produce global 

guidelines, tools 

and resources to 

strengthen 

humanitarian MEAL 

across CARE

 You have a role which works on MEAL 

across different COs.

 You have technical MEAL expertise and 

experience in humanitarian contexts.

 At least 20% of your work time can be 

dedicated to working on global guidance 

and resources.

 You are available for regular calls with the 

group.January 29, 2019
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Facilitators

INTERESTED – QUESTIONS – SUGGESTIONS?

Please contact us:

• Victoria Palmer - Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability 

& Learning Specialist (CARE Canada) 

victoria.palmer@care.ca

• Margaux Saillard - Emergency Response Specialist -

Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability & Learning (CI 

Rapid Response Team) Margaux.Saillard@care.ca

• Uwe Korus - Monitoring, Evaluation & Accountability 

Coordinator (CI Emergency Group ) 

Korus@careinternational.org

January 29, 2019
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Feedback & Complaints Mechanisms

FCM

-a general overview



• A FCM is a set of procedures and tools formally established 

and used to allow participants of CARE’s (humanitarian) 

programmes and other crisis-affected populations to provide 

feedback and complaints on their experience of receiving 

humanitarian assistance. 

• The mechanism requires processing of feedback and 

complaints received in order to resolve or refer the issue, 

including safe processes for dealing with serious complaints 

(e.g. abuse, exploitation and fraud).

• Agencies should regularly analyse the feedback and 

complaints received and take this analysis into account in 

decision-making so that assistance is adapted and improved.

• The complainants must be informed (collectively or individually) 

of the result to close the feedback loop.

What is a feedback and complaint mechanism (FCM)?

January 29, 2019
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Question to the Plenary



• To ensure we are accountable

to affected communities.

• To improve the relevance and 

appropriateness of our 

assistance.

• To ensure our assistance is 

provided in a way which 

promotes the well-being and 

safety of affected communities.

• To support the empowerment 

of people particularly affected 

by or vulnerable to humanitarian 

crisis, especially women and 

girls

Why do we need FCMs?
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External Landscape and Standards
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At the World Humanitarian Summit in 2016 the Grand 

Bargain was launched which called for a “Participation 

Revolution” to include people receiving aid in making the 

decisions which affect their lives. The GB Participation 

Workstream promotes two key standards:

1. The Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) 

Commitments on Accountability to Affected Populations

2. Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS) – commitment 5

https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/accountability-affected-populations-including-protection-sexual-exploitation-and-abuse/documents-61
https://corehumanitarianstandard.org/resources/chs-guidance-notes-and-indicators
https://corehumanitarianstandard.org/resources/chs-guidance-notes-and-indicators


Core Humanitarian Standard (CHS)



The Humanitarian MEAL WG has identified FCMs as a priority to work 
on because:

• COs are currently implementing FCMs with limited support;

• CARE need to strengthen its approach to FCMs – to make good practice consistent;

• No opportunities at the global level to capture good practice and share learning; 

• Lack of global CARE guidance and resources;

• We have a commitment to improve on FCMs under the CHS improvement plan and within 
the process of reinforcing the implementation of CARE’s PSEA policy.

A practical guidance package on FCMs is now under development!

• It will be included in the MEL Minimum Package and the CARE Emergency Toolkit

• We need your lessons learned, examples of good practice, formats and tools!

• We need to know what guidance and resources you already have and still need!

Why focus on FCMs NOW?



Feedback & Complaints Mechanisms

FCM

- practical examples



CARE Nepal

Feedback & Complaint Mechanism

January, 2019 



Overview 

Feedback and Complaint Mechanism  in CARE Nepal

• It is adopted as an important way of holding CARE accountable to humanitarian and

development standard and for CARE to ensure that beneficiaries and stakeholders have

the means to express their views of differences.

• It is being practiced as formal mechanism that provides as safe, accessible and

effective channel for individual to raise their concerns, suggestions and dissatisfaction

and for a response or readdress to be given.

CARE Nepal acknowledge and act upon community feedback and complaint through

three ways : -

1. Public Hearing and Public Audit (PHPA) process

2. Suggestion Boxes, Hotline phone, email and website

3. ‘Constituent voice’ beneficiaries feedback model.

• CARE Nepal organize event of PHPA openly at project location to solicit feedbacks from

and respond on the spot. Separate documentation is prepared for each event of PHPA.

• CARE Nepal uses online data-base management system to record and analyze

complaints received from above no.2 channel and inform to responsible managers for

further action.

• Using ‘constituent voice method, community perception on program performance are

systematically collected through surveys, feedback data are analyzed through online

data board and findings are shared with surveyed people those voice is less heard..



Key Sucess

• 66.1 % of households who reported to have received enough information about the

project on time.

• 44.9 % of households aware about grievance mechanism and 24 % of households who

have submitted grievances.

• 45.8 % of households whose grievances have been resolved (among those who submitted

grievances.

• 34.6% of households who were aware about the planning and review events organized

by CARE.

• 24.7% of households who reported to have participated in the planning and review

meetings organized by CARE

• The local government representatives also reported that the CARE’s approach to

communicate and take joint decisions was unique and impressive.

“Quote” 

There is grievance mechanism like complain box and also they have also provided the

phone number of office. We can also call in that to complain. All the people of the

community know about grievance mechanism as it is mentioned time and again during

the trainings. (IDI with female mason, Sindhupalchok)

Source : ADH Endline study report 2018



Key Challenges

• Community :

o Socio cultural practice for not –questioning (particularly for women

and girls)

o Poor literacy that prevent to understand the messages and expression of

confidence.

• CARE & Partner

o ‘Resources’ (Both human and financial term)

o ‘Capacity’ (knowledge and skill development opportunity to staff)

o ‘Planning’ (Clear position on Accountability Approach in program

Proposals)



Feedback and Complaint 

Mechanism (Key features) 
Rohingya Refugee Program, Cox’s 

Bazar, Bangladesh

MEAL Section, Cox’s Bazar

24.01.2018



Mandates of CARE and PNGOs

Humanitarian Principle and 

Standards

Programme/Project/ Activities

FCRM System/ Mechanism:

Context Specific

Contact points

What we Share? How and where do we 

share?Info hubs at Camps

Info desk at distribution point

Focus Group Discussion

HH visit 

Chit Card Distribution

Sticker/poster/info banner/sign 

boards / Speaker

Community Leaders – Imam, 

Majhi

Other agency field worker, site 

management 

Coordination Channel?

Communication with 

Communities (under ISCG)

Site Management agencies 

Camp Governance Committee 

Camp Watch group

Camp Coordination 

Government Coordination

CARE RRP Coordination at 

Cox’s and HQ

CARE Partner Coordination

Information Sharing and Coordination 
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Feedback and Response System



Feedback and Complaint survey for 

the month of Dec’18 at Camp 16

(n=200)
12%
25%63%

Feedback or 
complaint on 

service at camp

Don't know No Yes

5%
20%

75%

Provided complaint or 
feedback through the 

“Complaints and Feedback 
Mechanism

Don't know No Yes

1%1%

98%

Received a response, 
feedback, information after 

complaint was made

Don't know No Yes

5%

63%
7%

25%

Satisfactiom level on the 
Complaints and Feedback 

Mechanism

Neutral Satisfied Unsatisfied Very satisfied

14%
9%

77%

Trust on Complaints and 
Feedback to be confidential

Don't know No Yes



Success and Challenge
Success: 
 Integration between GBV and WASH: WASH facilities at WFS has incorporated feedback about menstruation 

management 

 Improved Protection/ Safety for Women & Girls: Through provision of street lights and home solar light for most 
HHs . 

 Increased Participation of Women & Girls in GiE activities: Achieved through effective awareness campaigns 
and direct engagement of men and boys to protect and promote dignity of women and girls

 Increased Gender Appropriate WASH infrastructure: Achieved through effective engagement of women and girl 
in planning. Need to improve to ensure full participation in PCM 

 Women and girl friendly design: CARE’s model Mid Term Shelters has separate wall to maintain privacy as extra 
feature. 

 Sector focus community group: Mandatory women and girl participation/ representation in any dialogue.

Challenges: 
 Majhi depended: Individual feedback/complaint is less, much depended on Majhi. 

 Women mobility: Women and girl have restricted mobility.  

 Fear of loosing entitlement: Often do not want to share their problems.  

 Resource: Need more investment to collect feedback through HH visit as face to face is high priority mechanism. 

 Literacy and language: Institutional literacy is low and have language barrier. 

 Data sharing by other agency: Data protection policy was not signed among agency and no inter sectoral 
guideline. 

Lessons:
 Need dominant feedback: Refugees are more reluctant on providing their need and conservative to share their 

satisfaction level or complaint. 

 Communal kitchen: Though designed to mitigate risk of fire and to facilitate social cohesion, it was not regarded 
culturally appropriate.



CARE Australia 

Experiences with Feedback and 

Complaints Mechanisms 

in the Asia-Pacific Region

Dientje van Dongen



Feedback & Complaints Mechanisms

FCM

DISCUSSION



1. What is your experience of working on joint 

mechanisms? What are the advantages and challenges?

2. To what extent are CARE’s FCMs inclusive of and 

empowering for women, girls and marginalised groups?

3. What are your key needs for global guidance and 

resources?

Key Discussion Questions



1. How do you analyze data and how do managers and 

senior leadership use it to feed into decision-making?

2. What technology do you use and what are the benefits / 

limitations?

3. How do you deal with serious complaints (PSEA, fraud, 

corruption etc)?

4. How do we support partners to set up and operate 

complaints mechanisms? What expectations do we have 

of partners and are they realistic?

Other Topcis for Future Discussion
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